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Semigroups of operators in the commutant .d of the Volterra operator 
J:f(x) + Sty(t) dt on L2(0, 1) are constructed and studied by means of a complex 
Fourier transform technique. A sufficient condition for a fixed operator in the 
algebra & to be embeddable in a Co semigroup of operators in & is given. The 
condition is shown to be necessary under the further restriction that the semigroup 
consists of contraction operators (see Theorem 3). In this case, a description of all 
C, semigroups of operators in .& containing the fixed operator is obtained (see 
Theorem 2). Under mild conditions, the domain of analyticity of a semigroup of 
operators in LZI is shown to be a sector. Relationships between the lattices of closed 
invariant subspaces of the operators comprising a semigroup of operators in .ti and 
the resolvents of the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup are studied. ir 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. JNTRODUCTI~N 
A finite convolution operator is any bounded linear operator T on 
L’(O, 1) having the form T:f(x) -1; k(x- t)f(t) dt, where k is a fixed 
function in L’(0, 1). Examples include the Volterra operator J for which 
k(x) = 1, and, more generally, the fractional integration operators J” for 
which k(x) =xoL- ‘/I’(U) for Re CI >O (J=J’). The algebra d of all 
bounded linear operators on L2(0, 1) which commute with J is a rich 
class of operators from the point of view of examples (see Frankfurt and 
Rovnyak [6, pp. 142-1451); in fact, it contains the class of all finite 
convolution operators. There are several well-known examples of 
semigroups in ~2 (for instance { .I”: Re a > 0) and their limiting values 
{ Jif : t E R} which form a group; see Gohberg and Krein [7, p. 3971 and 
Hille and Phillips [S, p. 6631). However, the algebra & has not previously 
* This paper constitutes a portion of the author’s Doctoral Dissertation written at the 
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been systematically studied from the perspective of semigroup theory. The 
purpose of this paper is to construct and study semigroups of operators in 
the algebra d. Our methods include both the classical theory of semi- 
groups (see Butzer and Berens [ 1 ] and Hille and Phillips [S] ) and the 
special techniques of Sarason [ 111 and Frankfurt and Rovnyak [ 5,6]. 
2. THE UNDERLYING SPACES 
The algebra d contains operators which are not finite convolution 
operators (for example, J” for nonzero real numbers t). We work in a 
setting in which d assumes a particularly tractable form. Throughout this 
paper, we use the terminology and notation introduced in Frankfurt and 
Rovnyak [S, 61 to which we refer the reader for details and additional 
references. The following is a summary of the necessary background 
material. 
For p in [l, co], let HP denote the standard Hardy space on the upper 
half-plane L’= {z E C : Im z > 0} (see Duren [2, p. 1871). Define Lrp to be 
the set of all functions F for which there exists a real number q (depending 
on F) such that F,(z) = F(z + iv) is in H P. Algebraic operations on the ITp 
spaces are defined pointwise, and two functions in 17p are identified if one 
is an analytic continuation of the other. We do not give the up spaces any 
metric or topological structure. In fact, we do not work directly with the 
Z7p spaces, but rather with the quotient spaces ZZP/eiZ17P. For p in [ 1, co], 
the mapping F + e”HP + F+ eizIIp from HP/e”HP to Jiyp/erznp is one-to- 
one, onto, and preserves all algebraic structure. We define any metric or 
topological structure on Z7P/eiZ17P to be the corresponding structure on 
HP/eizHP by means of this mapping for p in [ 1, co]. The ZZP/eiZ17P norm 
of any coset F+ eizJ;lp in ZZP/e”Z7P will be denoted by I( F+ eiznp 11. Also, if 
F is in HP, then the Hp/eizHp quotient space norm of FS eLrHP will be 
denoted by 11 F+ eizHP /I Hr,,l:,+r. In this case, 
Ij F + eiZZZp II = /I F + e”HP 11 HP,e,IHr = inf { 11 F + e”G 11 Hp : G is in HP}. 
There is an isometric isomorphism W from L*(O, 1) to ZZ2/e’ZZ72 given by 
W:f(t) + (2x)- ‘I* s: e”f(r) dt + eizZZ2. U n d er this isomorphism, the finite 
convolution operator 
T: f(x) + j; k(x - t)f(t) dt 
acts on Lr2/eiZn2 as 
T( K + e”IZm ) : F + e”II’ -+ KF + eizI12, (*I 
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where K(z) = j: e”‘k(t) dt is in UK and F(z) = (27~) PL’2 j: e”‘f(t) dt is in 
Z7*. In particular, the fractional integration operators J” act on Z7*/eiZZ7* as 
T((i/z)‘+ eiZP’). Any coset representative R of K+ eiznar is called a 
symbol of the operator T(K+ eiznE). 
A bounded linear operator T on Zi’*/e”Z7* assumes the form (* ) if and 
only if T commutes with the operator obtained from (*) by choosing 
K(z) = (z - i)/(z + i). The mapping K+ eizncr: -+ T(K+ eiZUm) which takes 
cosets in IP/ei’lY to operators on Z7*/eiZ17* is an isometric Banach 
algebra isomorphism from Z7s/erZZ7m to the set of operators of the form 
(*) taken in the operator norm, and the mapping K+ eiiUni + 
W-‘T(K+ e”naj) W from IP/err17% to & is an isometric Banach algebra 
isomorphism from Z7m/eiiZ700 to the algebra .c9 taken in the operator norm 
(see Frankfurt and Rovnyak [6, p. 1371 and Sarason [ 111). 
For p in [ 1, a ), the dual space of Z7P/eiZ17P is isometrically isomorphic 
to Z74/eiiZ7Y, where q =p/(p - 1) is the conjugate of p (for p = 1, q is taken 
to be co). A coset G + eiZZ7Y in 17Y/e’Z177Y induces a bounded linear 
functional /i(G + eliZ71y) on Z7p/eiiJJp defined by 
where integration is along any horizontal line in the domain of analyticity 
of both F and G. The integral is independent of choice of any such 
horizontal line and of choice of coset representatives of F+ eizLrP and 
G + e”Z7Y. Conversely, all bounded linear functionals on Z7P/e”17P assume 
this form. 
In particular, ZP/eiZ17-iys carries a weak* topology. A coset B + e”P in 
IP/e”lP is called a weak* generator of IYleizl;loo if the linear span of 
1 + eiZZ7”, B + eiZLrm?, B* +ei’IZ7” is dense in IP/eiZIY in the weak* 
topology. 
Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space. We denote by 
Lat T the lattice of closed invariant subspaces of T. The operator T is said 
to be unicellular if Lat T is totally ordered by set inclusion. Frankfurt and 
Rovnyak have shown in [6, p. 1371 that an operator T(B+e”U”) in .d 
is unicellular if and only if B + e”I7” is a weak* generator of Z7a/ei*Z7co. 
3. ZERO-FREE SEMIGROUPS 
By means of the isomorphism W, a semigroup of operators in the 
algebra d may be viewed as a semigroup of operators on Z7*/eiZ17’. The 
latter point of view better suits our purposes, and we use ZZ*/e”Z7* as the 
underlying space in what follows. 
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Let T be a fixed operator in the algebra d. Suppose that T has a symbol 
B which is nonvanishing on some upper half-plane. Then for some choice 
of branch of the logarithm of B, C = log B is analytic and B = ec. For each 
nonnegative number t, B’ = erc is in II”, and for all nonnegative numbers 
Y and s, B’B”= B’+“. We show { T(Bf+e”nUj): t>O} = { T(efC+e”Z7”): 
t 3 0} is a C, semigroup of operators in d. Such semigroups are said to 
be zero-free. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a real number, and let 6 be a nonnegative real 
number. Let C(z) be any function analytic on the upper half-plane 
Z7,=(zE(lZ:Imz>6}such thatReC(z)<MforallzinI7,. Then 
(i) (T(erC‘+efZZ7”): t>,O} IS a C, semigroup of operators in d, and 
(ii) for each nonnegative number t, // T(efC + erzIIm)ll < eSfrM. 
(iii) The resolvent set p(A) of the infinitesimal generator A of the 
semigroup is p(A) = { c( e @: l/(cr - C) is in ZT-}, 
(iv) for each complex number ‘3 in p(A), the resolvent R(cr, A) = 
(LX- A)-’ of A is R(a, A) = T( l/(a - C) + eirJIm), and 
(v) the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup has domain 
D(A) = {G + eiZU2 : there exists F in II2 such that CF is 
in II2 and G + e”I7’ = F+ ei1Z72}, 
and for all G + ei’172 in D(A), 
A : G + e”Z12 -+ CF + eizZ12, 
where F is any function in II2 such that CF is in II2 and G + eizII12 = 
F + eIZI12. 
Moreover, if ec is not in lJy,O e’~Z17m, then the semigroup is also ilonnil- 
potent. 
We begin with two lemmas on estimating the norm of an element of 
I12/eiZ17’ and the norm of an operator in the algebra d. 
LEMMA 1. Let B be in I12. Let r] be any nonnegative number such that 
B,(z) = B(z + iv) is in Hz. Then 11 B + eiZLr2 11 < eV 11 B, llH2. 
Proof Let A,, be the translation operator defined on II12/e”I12 by 
A,, : G + eiZI12 + G, + e”I12, where G,(z) = G(z + iv) (see Frankfurt and 
Rovnyak [S, p. 3541). Then II B+ei’17211 = I/ A~‘d,(B+eiZIZ2)~~ < 
eq 11 B, + e”Z7’ II = ea I/ B, + e”H2 11 H~,,rr,,~ < eq I\ B, II H2. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let B be in IIm. Let 9 be any nonnegative number such that 
B,(z)= B(z+iq) is in H”. Then I( T(B+eiZ17X)ll <eq /I B,I/,,. 
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ProojI We have 
11 T(B + efzZZm)ll = I/ A; ’ T(Bq + e”II”) A, 11 < ev I/ B, + e”l7= 1) 
= eq 11 B, + e”H” 11 ,,x,rz2HI < eq II B, II HZ. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) By Lem ma 1, for each function F in Z72, 
T(erC + e”Z7”)(F+ eizn2) converges in the strong operator topology of 
Z72/eiZf12 to F+ eizn2 as t decreases to zero. Hence { T(erc + e”I7”) : t 3 O> 
is a Co semigroups of operators in d. 
(ii) The assertion follows from Lemma 2. 
(iii) and (iv) We first show the result holds for all complex numbers 
with sufficiently large real part. Let 1. be any complex number for which Re 
A > M. It follows from Butzer and Berens [ 1, p. 321 that 1 is in p(A) 
and for each element f of 172/eisZ72, the resolvent R(A, A) of A is given 
by R(2, A)f= s: e -“T(erC. + e”Z7=)fdt, where the integral converges 
absolutely in the norm of Z72/eiZZ72. Hence the integral converges in the 
weak sense. It follows that for any pair of functions F and G in Z7’, 
(R(L, A)(F+ eizZ72), G + eizn2) = (T(l/(A - C) + e”Z7=)(F+ e”Z7’), G + 
eiZU2). Hence for all complex numbers I with Re i > M, A is in p(A) and 
R(2, A) = T( l/(E, - C) + eiiZZ”). 
For the general case, let CI be any complex number for which l/(~ - C) 
is in na. Let A be any complex number for which Re A > M. 
Let G be any function in Z72. Then 
! 
(G+ei~H2)=R(i,A)((~+1)G+e’n’) 
is in the range of R(l, A) which is the domain of A. Since the domain of 
A is dense in Z72/eiZZ72 (see Butzer and Berens [ 1, p. lo]), there exists a 
sequence of functions (G,}F= , in I72 such that the limit in the norm of 
ZZ2/eizH2 of T( l/(2 - C) + eiZZ70C)(G, + e”Z7’) is G + eiZn2. So 
= aT 
i ( 
1 1 -.-++iznm 
cc-c L-c > 
- CWA,A)--I] T &+eizZ7-)} (G,+e”n2) 
( 
1 
=T - + eiznm 
/I-C > 
(G, + eiz,z) 
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converges in the norm of ZZ2/ei’ZZ2 to G + eizZZ2. But T( l/(cc - C) + eliZZr ) 
T( l/(1 - C) + ei2ZY)(G, + e”ZZ*) also converges in the norm of ZZ2/e”ZZ2 
to T( l/(a - C) + e”ZY)(G + e”ZZ’). Since MZ- A is a closed operator (see 
Butzer and Berens [ 1, p. lo]), 
(al-A) T -&+e’n..) (G+eizZ7’)=G+e”ZZ2. 
Thus T( l/(~ - C) + eizZY) is a right inverse of al- A. 
Let R(I, A)(H+ e”ZZ,) be any element in the domain of A. Then 
> 
(al- A) R(L, A)(H+ ei’ZZ2) 
= T -&+e”n-)i(a+i) T(&+‘1ZZ‘)-Z} (H+e”n2) 
= R(L, A)(H+ eizZZ2). 
Hence T( l/(cr - C) + e”ZZm) is also a left inverse of crl- A. Thus tl is in 
p(A) and R(a, A) = T( l/(ct - C) + eiZZZiC). 
Conversely, suppose that a is in p(A). The operator T((z- i)/(z + i) + 
e”ZZ”) is in the cornmutant of (T(erC+ e”ZZ=): t 201. Hence, by Hille 
and Phillips [S, p. 4543, T((z - i)/(z + i) + e”ZY) commutes with the 
resoivent R(a, A). So there exists a function C, in ZZ2 such that 
R(a, A) = T( C, + e”ZZ” ). We assume l/(cc - C) is not in 17” and deduce a 
contradiction. Thus there exists a sequence of complex numbers {z,,}:= l
such that Im z, tends to co and C(z,) tends to c( as n tends to co. Let 2 
be any complex number for which Re 1, > M. From the First Resolvent 
Equation R(a, A) - R(1, A) = (A - c() R(a, A) R(L, A), it follows that there 
exists a function F in ZZ* such that C, - l/(2 - C) = (2 - X) C,/(A - C) + 
eiZF. Thus 
1 = lim sup I{ c( - C(z,)} C,(z,) + eiznF(z,) { C(z,) - A} 1 = 0, 
n-JL 
a contradiction. Hence l/(a - C) is in 17”. The proof of sufficiency shows 
R(a, A) = T( l/(a - C) + e”ZP). 
(v) Define the operator A, on the domain D(A,) = {G + eizZZ2: there 
exists F in ZZ2 such that CF is in ZZ* and G + eizZZ2 =F+ e”ZZ’} by 
A,: G + erzZZ2 + CF+ ei’ZZ2 for any element G + eizZZ2 of D(A,), where F is 
any function in ZZ2 such that CF is in ZZ2 and G + e”ZZ’ = F + eizZ7*. We 
first show A, is well defined on D(A,). 
Let G, + eizZZ2 and G2 + ei’ZZ2 be two elements of ZZ2/eizZZ2 such that 
G, +ei2ZZ2 =G, +e”ZZ2 and CC, and CG, are in ZZ’. We must show 
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CG, +eiZn2 = CG, +e”Z7’. There exists a function F in n2 such that 
G, -G, =e”F. Let 2 be any complex number for which Re A>A4. Let 
r~ be any positive number greater than 6 such that F(z+ iv) is in H2, 
e’(‘+‘~‘C(z + ity) F(z + iv) is in H2, and l/[A- C(z+ iv])] is in H”. Then 
C(x + iv) F(x + iv) is in L2( [w). Since Re (2 - C(Z + iu])) > 0 for all z in 17, 
3. - C(z + iv) is an outer function (see Rosenblum and Rovnyak [lo, 
p. 343). The Nevanlinna class N+ is an algebra containing H2 and the 
set of all outer functions. Hence C(x + iv) F(x + iv) = IF(x + iv) - 
[2. - C(x + iv)] F(x + iv) is in N+(lR) n L2(Iw) = H2(R). Thus CF is in n2. 
Since CG, - CG, = e”CF, CG, + e’zZ72 = CG, + e”I7l. Hence A, is well 
defined on D(A,,). 
Clearly D(A)=range R(2, A)=range T(l/(&C)+eiZZY)= {H/(i-C) 
+ eizn2: H is in n2} = D(A,). For each element H/(I - C) + eizLr2 in the 
domain of A. 
(AZ- A) (U-A) R(l, A)(H+e”H2) 
Hence, Af= A,f for each element f of D(A). 
If ec is not in Ug,OeiyZliyac, then for each nonnegative number t, 
T(efC+eiznm) is not the zero operator. Hence the semigroup 
{ T(efC + e”17”) : t 2 0} is also nonnilpotent. The result follows. 1 
4. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
A Co semigroup of operators in d containing a prescribed operator in 
& is essentially unique. 
THEOREM 2. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Let {T,(t): t30] and {T2(t): 
t 3 0} be two C, semigroups in d for which T,( 1) = r,( 1). Suppose that 
{ T,(t): t b 0} is nonnilpotent. Then there exists an integer k such that for all 
nonnegative numbers t, 
T2( t) = e2nk’iT,( t). 
The Uniqueness Theorem is one of the main tools in the study of 
semigroups of operators in &‘, and the conclusion is not true for general 
semigroups of operators on a Hilbert space. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let L’(r) denote the Lebesgue space of square integrable 
functions on the unit circle r= {e”: s is in [0,27c)} with respect to nor- 
malized Lebesgue measure. For any real number r, define the operator T(r) 
on L*(T) by T(r):f(e’“) -+f(e@+‘)) for each element f of L*(r). 
Let 0 be any fixed nonzero real number. Define T,(t) = T( to) and 
T2( t) = T( t( 8 + 271)) for all nonnegative numbers t. Then { T,(t) : t > 0} and 
{T*(t) : t >, 0 j are two nonnilpotent C, semigroups of operators on L*(T) 
such that T,(n) = T,(n) for all nonnegative integers n. However, for every 
integer k, T,(t) # eznkti T,(t) for all nonintegral positive numbers t. 
We can identify all n th roots of an operator in a nonnilpotent semigroup 
of operators in d. The proof, being an adaptation of an argument given 
in Sarason [ 11, p. 1931, is omitted. 
LEMMA 3. Let {T(t): t 3 01 be a nonnilpotent semigroup of operators in 
d. Let n be a positive integer. Let B be any function in I7% such that T( 1) = 
{ T(B+ eizZIoc)}n. Th en , f or any primitive nth root of unity o, there exists 
an integer k in { 0, 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 } such that dT( l/n) = T(B + eizIF). 
LEMMA 4. Let B be in II”. Then there exists a coset representative 8 of 
B + eii17” in H” such that I/ b I( HX = 11 B + ei’Z7X I/. 
Proof: Let B be any coset representative of B + eiz17= which is in H”. 
so 
1) B + eiznoo )I = II B + e”H” 11 HX,e8zHz 
= inf{ I/ B+ e”G IIH1: G is in H”}. 
Thus there exists a sequence of coset representatives {B,} ,“= , of B + e”IF 
in H” such that )I B,(I HZ 6 (I B + eiznm II + l/n. By Mantel’s theorem, 
{Bn):= 1 is a normal family of functions on I7. Hence, there exists a 
subsequence {B,,}i”_, converging pointwise to a function b analytic 
on 17. Clearly II B]I HI d I/B+ eizJIao 11. It suffices to show B is a coset 
representative of B + eiZIZm. 
The sequence {B,, + ei’Z7”},E I converges trivially in the weak* topology 
of ZZ”/e”l7” to B + eiZIP. But the sequence also converges in the weak* 
topology of IIa/eiZII” to g+eiZ17” by Frankfurt [4, p. 2251. Hence 
g + e”Z7” = B + e”ZY, and the result follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. For each positive integer n, T,( 1) = T,( 1) = 
{ T,(l/n)}“. Hence, by Lemma 3, there exists an integer k, in 
(0, 1, 2, ..., n- l} such that T2(l/n) = e2ffikn’“T,(l/n). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume k,, is in {-n,l-n,2-n ,..., n-l}. As t 
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decreases to zero, T,(t) and T,(t) converge in the strong operator topology 
of n2/eiZn2 to the identity operator I on Z7’/eiZZ7’. Since T2(1/(2n)) = 
e2nik*‘(2n)T,( 1/ 2n)) and k,,/(2n) is in [-i, i], k,,/(2n) converges to zero. 
We show the sequence {k2,,}FZ l is bounded. Assume lim sup,, _ 3c k,, is 
+ co. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers 
{k2n,}/aj= i. Thus there exists a sequence of positive integers {Sj},“= i such 
that aj = Sjk2,/(2n,) is in [i, i] for all integers j sufficiently large. Hence 
the sequence {ai},:, has an accumulation point a in [i, $1. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume {o(~},~, converges to a. So 
{e2nik242nJ)T1( 1/(2n,))}4 = e2rrraJrl (Sj/(2nj)) 
converges in the strong operator topology of Z72/eiZZ72 to e2rriaZ. But 
{e2~‘k2”/‘2”,‘T,(1/(2nl))}.~ = T2(Sj/(2n,)) 
also converges in the strong operator topology of 172/e’Z172 to I. This is a 
contradiction since a is in [a, 21. A similar argument applies if 
lim inf, _ cc k,, is - co. Hence the sequence { k2,}:=, is bounded. So some 
fixed integer k occurs infinitely often in the sequence { k2,},“=, . Thus, for 
infinitely many positive integers n, 
r,( 1/(2n)) = e2nik’(2n)T,( 1/ 2n)). 
Since {T,(t):t>O} and {T,(t): r30) are Co semigroups, r,(t)f and 
T2(t)f are norm continuous functions of t for t 2 0 for each element f of 
172/t?ZZ72. It follows that for all nonnegative numbers t, T2(f) = 
e2*ik’TL( 2). 1 
5. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
In Section 3 on zero-free semigroups, we saw that a sufficient condition 
for an operator T in the algebra d to be embeddable in a C, semigroup 
of operators in d is that T have a symbol which is nonvanishing on some 
upper half-plane. We show this condition is also necessary under the 
further restriction that the semigroup consists of contraction operators. 
THEOREM 3. Let {T(t): t 2 0) he a nonnilpotent Co semigroup of 
operators in AZ?. Then the semigroup consists of contraction operators if and 
only if there exists a function C(z) which is analytic and has nonpositive real 
part on the upper half-plane II= (z E @: Im z > 0} such that for all 
nonnegative numbers t, T(t) = T(efC + eizIP). 
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Proof: Theorem 2 shows that the condition is sufficient. Conversely, let 
(T(t): t 2 0} consist of contraction operators. By Lemma 4, for each 
nonnegative number number t, there exists a function B, in H” such that 
T(t)=T(B,+eiZZ7-) and I/B,I/,,=)IB,+erznoc(i. Hence, for each 
nonnegative number t, 
11 B, II HI = (I B, + erz17r (I = I/ T(B, + e’zZ7m)II = II T(t)11 6 1. 
Thus, by Montel’s theorem, {By,,},“= I is a normal family of functions on 
17. Hence, there exists a subsequence { B;‘l,,},“, , converging pointwise to a 
function B analytic on 17. Clearly /I B II H= < 1. The sequence of operators 
T( By,,,, + e”ZIF ) = { T( B, + e”Z7” ) >“I = { T( l/n,) }“I = T( 1) converges in the 
strong operator topology of Z7’/eiZZ7’ to T( B + eizP ) by Lemma 1. Hence 
T( 1) = T( B + eliZZm ). 
We show B is nonvanishing on I7. We assume that this is not the case 
and deduce a contradiction. So there exists a complex number CI in 17 such 
that B(a) = 0. Let gZ be any open disk in Z7 containing G( whose closure is 
a subset of 17 and whose boundary contains no zeros of B. By Hurwitz’s 
theorem, B(z) and B’&,(z) have the same number of zeros counted accord- 
ing to multiplicity inside 9a for all integers j sufficiently large. It follows 
that B has infinitely many zeros inside 9%,, and so, B is identically zero on 
I7. Thus T( 1) = T( B f eizZP) is the zero operator, a contradiction since 
{ T(t) : t 3 0 > is nonnilpotent. Hence B is nonvanishing on Z7. 
For a suitable choice of branch of the logarithm of B, ( T(e’logB + 
e”IP): t>O} is a C, semigroup of operators in d (by Theorem 2), and 
T( 1) = T( B + e”17”) = T(elog B + erZZP ). Hence, by Theorem 4, there 
exists an integer k such that for all nonnegative numbers t, T(t) = 
e2nkrir(er log B + eiZZP). The function C(z) = 2rcki + log B(z) has the desired 
properties. B 
Theorem 3 shows that every nonnilpotent C, semigroup of contraction 
operators in d is a zero-free semigroup. We point out that there is no 
known example of a semigroup of operators { T(t): t 3 0} in d which is 
not a zero-free semigroup. 
The function C in Theorem 3 need not be unique. The semigroup we 
construct consists of operators which are similar to the operators in the 
semigroup {J’: t 3 0) containing the Volterra operator J= J’. 
EXAMPLE 2. Define the branch of log w so that arg o is zero for 
all positive numbers o. Define c,(z) =log[i/(z + 2i)] and c2(z) = 
log[ - qe”z + 2i) - l)/(z + 2i)] for all complex numbers z in the upper half- 
plane ZZ=(zEC:Imz>O}. By Theorem 1, {T(e”~+ee”UZ): t>O} is a 
nonnilpotent Co semigroup of contraction operators in d for j = I, 2. 
Moreover, T(e’l + eiznnz) = T(e’? + eiZZZO). Hence, by Theorem 2, there 
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exists an integer k such that for all nonnegative numbers t, T(erC2 + eiZZ7” ) 
= e2nk’iT(er’1 + eiZIZa). Define C,(z) = c,(z) and C,(z) = 27rki + c,(z) for 
all z in 17. Then ( T(erC1 +e”17”): t>O} and (T(etC2+e121733): t>O} are 
two nonnilpotent C, semigroups of contraction operators in d such that 
for all nonnegative numbers t, T(e’=’ + e”Z7” ) = T(efCZ + eiZIY). However, 
C, and C2 are not identically equal on 17. 
Let { T(t) : t 3 0} be a zero-free semigroup of operators in d. So there 
exist real numbers 6 and A4 and a function C(Z) analytic on the upper half- 
plane IIs = {Z E @: Im z > 6) such that Re C(z) <A4 for all z in 17, and 
T(t) = T(efL‘+ e”ZZcu) for all nonnegative numbers t. We call any such 
function C a characteristic ,function of the semigroup ( T(t): t 2 O}. Sharp 
results for zero-free semigroups of operators in ral are obtained by applying 
the techniques of complex function theory to a characteristic function of 
the semigroup. 
6. DOMAINS OF ANALYTICITY 
Let C be any function such that e’ is in 17”. Then the set 
Yc= {ctE@:e aC is in nE} is either a sector with vertex at the origin of 
nonzero opening less than or equal to rc containing the nonnegative real 
axis [0, co), the complex plane, or a subset of the real axis (-co, co). 
Under mild conditions on C, we show that the domain of analyticity of the 
zero-free semigroup ( T(erC+ eiZIY): t 30) exists and is equal to the 
interior of 9$. Simple examples show that any open sector of nonzero 
opening less than or equal to rr is the domain of analyticity of some 
holomorphic semigroup of operators in &. For general semigroups of 
operators, any proper spinal semimodule is the domain of analyticity of 
some holomorphic semigroup of operators on a Banach space (see Hille 
and Phillips [S, p. 5381). 
THEOREM 4. Let C be any function such that e” is in Ilm\U7,0 e’,‘lY. 
Suppose that there exists a complex number A,, in the resolvent set p(A) of 
the infinitesimal generator A of the zero-free semigroup { T(efC + e”LP): 
t 30} such that R(&, A) = (&-A)- ’ is a unicellular operator on 
L12/eiZIT2. Suppose that there exist complex numbers y, and y2 in the set 
9$= {CrEC: eat is in LF } such that arg y, is in (-71, 0) and arg y2 is in 
(0, z). Then the semigroup (T(e’c + eizIToo): t 3 0) has a holomorphic 
extension to a region in the complex plane, and its domain of analyticity 
is the interior of the sector Yc. Moreover, the holomorphic extension of 
(T(e’C+e’ZL7~): t>O} to the interior of Yc is {T(eaC+ei’17w):a is in 
int Y;-}. 
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The hypothesis that some resolvent R(I,, A) of A be a unicellular 
operator on IZ*/e”l7* is a weak condition which ensures that any extension 
of { T(erC + e”na) : t 2 O> is a semigroup of operators in the algebra d. It 
is often verified in examples using Theorem 4 of Frankfurt and Rovnyak 
[6, p. 1371. 
Proof. The sector Yc contains the nonempty open set {rei0: r > 0, 
arg yi < 8 < arg yz}. Hence { T(eXC+ e”ZZm): c( is in int yi,} is a 
holomorphic extension of { T(e’C‘ + e”ZZa): t 2 0) to a region in the 
complex plane. Let 9 denote the domain of analyticity of { T(efC’ + eizZ733) : 
t 2 0) and let (F(a): tl is in 9} be the holomorphic extension of 
{ T(erC + erz17=): t 3 0} to 9. 
We first show { F(a) : CI is in 9} is a semigroup of operators in d. Let 
a be any complex number in 9. So T(cr) is in the cornmutant of 
{ F(t) : t 2 0} = ( T(efC + eiZ17%) : t 2 O}. Hence, by Hille and Phillips 
[8, p. 4541, F(cc) commutes with R(&, A). Since R(i,, A) = T( l/(& - C) 
+ eiiZ7”) is unicellular, l/(1, - C) + e”Z7” is a weak* generator of 
IIslei’lF, and so, F’(U) also commutes with T((z- i)/(z + i)+e”U,). 
Hence, there exists a function B, in 17” such that F(U) = T(B, + e”nm). 
Since { T(eEC + eiiZ7=): c1 is in int yl,} is a holomorphic extension of 
{ T(e’=+ eiznJs): t > 0} to the interior of Y;., 9 contains the interior of Yc. 
Moreover, P’(U) and T(eaC + e”Z7,) are two holomorphic operator-valued 
functions of Q on the interior of 9, which agree on the positive real axis 
(0, a). Hence F((co and T(eUC+eizi7”) agree on the interior of Yc. It 
remains to show that 9 is a subset of the interior of Yc. 
Let cr be any complex number in 9. Let s be any positive number such 
that c( + s is in { reiH : r > 0, arg y, < 8 < arg y2). Then T(e(‘fs)C + eizZ7=) = 
?-(ct + s) = T(m) p(s) = T(B,ehC + eizZIlm)). Hence, eAc(eac - B,) = e’X+s)c- 
B,eSC is in e”Z7”. Since ec is not in U.9,0 ei7z17X, it follows that eat - B, 
is in e”Z7”. Since B, is in 17”, eclC is in ZZa; that is, CI is in Yc. Hence, 
int Yc E 9 c ?+. Since Z& is a sector (or the complex plane) and 9 is an 
open set, the interior of sPc coincides with 9, the domain of analyticity of 
{ T(efC + e”ZY): t 2 0). The result follows. 1 
EXAMPLE 3. Define log o so that arg o = 0 for all positive numbers w. 
Define zB = exp {/I log z} and C,(z) = j&, zB dj for all complex numbers z 
in the upper half-plane 17 = {z E @ : Im z > 0). Then ( T(e’C’ + e’*ZZ” ) : 
t >, 0) is a nonnilpotent C,, semigroup of contraction operators in d. The 
resolvent set of the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup is the 
complex plane @, and for each complex number A, the resolvent R(A, A) = 
T( l/(2 - C,) + e”n=) is a unicellular operator on Z72/erzZ72 (see Theorem 4 
of Frankfurt and Rovnyak [6, p. 1371 and the Noshiro-Warschawski 
theorem [3, p. 471). However, the set Yc, = { CI E C : ezC’ is in 17” > is the 
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nonnegative real axis [0, cc ). The domain of analyticity of { T(e’C1 + e”Z7= ): 
t 2 0} is not known. Even though 9& is only [0, cc), the semigroup may 
have a holomorphic extension to a region in the complex plane. If such an 
extension exists, we have no reason to believe that the underlying region 
will be a sector. We point out that there is no known example of a 
semigroup of operators in d whose domain of analyticity is not a sector. 
7. LAT T(t) AND LAT R(i,A) 
We study the relationship between the lattices of closed invariant 
subspaces of the operators comprising a zero-free semigroup of operators 
in d and the resolvents of the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup. 
For a general semigroup of operators on a Banach space, we have the 
following: 
LEMMA 5. Let {T(t): t 3 0} be a C, semigroup of bounded linear 
operators on a Banach space. Let A denote the infinitesimal generator of the 
semigroup and let p(A) denote the resolvent set of A. Then 
(i) for any pair of complex numbers p and 2 in the same open 
connected subset of p(A), 
Lat R(p, A) = Lat R(2, A), 
where R(y, A) = (yl- A))’ is the resoloent of A, and 
(ii) for any complex number i in the unbounded component of p(A) 
containing a right half-plane, 
Lat R(2, A) = n Lat T(t). 
I>0 
Proof: (i) The assertion follows from a routine argument using the 
power series representation R(3., A) = zFXo (/I-y)’ {R(/3, A)}‘+’ for the 
resolvent R(& A) of A (see Butzer and Berens [ 1, p. 31 I). 
(ii) The assertion follows from a routine argument using (i) and the 
standard representation formulas R(y, A) x = 1; e-?/T(t) x dt and T(t)x = 
lim k _ oc {(k/t) R((k/t), A)}’ x (see Hille and Phillips [S, pp. 347, 3521). 1 
For zero-free semigroups in d, we have the following sharper result. 
THEOREM 5. Let 6 and M be real numbers, and let k be in (0, z). Let 
C(z) be any nonconstant function analytic on the upper half-plane 
IT, = (z E C: Im z > 6) such that Re C(z) < M and 1 Im C(z)1 <k for all z in 
IT,. Suppose that ec is not in U .,,, o e~“lF. Then 
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(i) { T(eEC + eizZZE): Re c( > 0} is a holomorphic semigroup of 
exponential type on the right half-plane { ~1 E C : Re a > 0). 
(ii) For all complex numbers tl in the right half-plane {r~ E Cc: 
Rea>O}, 
Lat T(eC + e”ZIP) C Lat T(eaC + eisZP), 
(iii) for all numbers t in (0, 11, 
Lat T(eC + e”nm) = Lat T(erC + eizZIIcc), 
and 
(iv) for all complex numbers 1 in the unbounded component of the 
resolvent set of the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup containing a 
right half-plane, 
Lat T(eC + e”IP) = Lat R(A, A), 
where R(y, A) = (yl- A))’ is the resolvent of A 
Proof (i) The assertion follows using the norm estimate of Lemma 2. 
(ii) The spectrum of T(eC + e”17”) is a subset of the sector Y;, = 
{o E @ : 1 arg w I< k } by Theorem 1 of Frankfurt and Rovnyak [6, p. 1361. 
Hence, R(L, T(eC+e”IY)) = {AZ- T(eC+e”177”)}~’ = T(l/(A:-eC)+ 
e”Z7”) is a holomorphic operator-valued function of 1, at least, on C\y7k. 
We estimate 11 R(I, T(eC + e”Ilm))Il. Define E = rr - k. Define r to be the 
closed contour r= R, u R, u S consisting of the radial line segments 
R1={rei(X’-E/2): O<r<l+e”} and R2={re-i(“-“/2’:O<r<1+eM} and 
the circular arc S = { (1 + e”) e”: ) 8 I d rc - e/2}. The distance d(retit, Yk) 
from any complex number reiy in the region {seie: 0 <s d 1 + e”, 
ItI - rc 1 < t/2) to 9, is at least r sin(c/2). Hence, by Lemma 2, 
I( R(re’“, T(eC + ei’ZZm))Il < eb/d(refY, S$) < e”/[r sin(s/2)]. That is, 
II R(I, T(eC + e”IP))\l < .X/l 1” 1 for all complex numbers 1 in (se”: 0 < s d 
1 + e”, 18 - rr ) < .s/21, where X = e6/sin(s/2). 
By Hille and Phillips [S, p. 4951, 
defines a holomorphic semigroup of exponential type on the right half- 
plane { 5 E @: Re 5 > O}. Moreover, for each positive integer n, W(n) = 
T(enC + e”17co). For each complex number { in the right half-plane, W(5) 
is the norm limit of a sequence of operators in d. Hence, W(r) is also an 
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operator in ~2. It follows from Theorem 2 that there exists an integer k 
such that 
W(a) = e Znk?iqeaC + eli~oc) 
for all complex numbers c1 in the right half-plane (a E @ : Re M. > 0). 
Since the spectrum of T(eC+ eiZIP) is a subset of ?$, each nonzero 
element of r lies in the unbounded component of the resolvent set of 
T(eC+ e”W’). Hence, Lat T(eC + e”P’) = Lat R(& T(eC+ PIP)) for 
each nonzero complex number 1 in r by Radjavi and Rosenthal [9, p. 331. 
Since 
e 2nkai T(eaC + eizIP) = W(u) = & 1 R(A, T(eC + e”IP)) A” dA, 
I- 
it follows that Lat T(eC‘+e”17”) s Lat T(e”C+ei’17S) for all complex 
numbers CI in the right half-plane { c1 E @ : Re a > 0 ). 
(iii) Let t be in (0, 11. The assertion follows by applying (ii) to the 
function tC. 
(iv) The assertion follows from (ii) and Lemma 5(ii). 1 
EXAMPLE 4. Define log o so that arg o = 0 for all positive numbers o. 
Define ( - iz) ‘I2 = exp { 1 log( - iz)} for all complex numbers z in the upper 
half-plane Z7= {z~@:Imz>O). Then (T(e-“‘~““,‘*+e”~~): Iargal 
< 7r/4} is a holomorphic semigroup of operators in d. The resolvent set of 
the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup is the complex plane C, and 
for each complex number 1, the resolvent R(& A) = T( l/(2 + ( - iz)““) + 
e”Z7”) is a unicellular operator on I12/eiZn2. However, for each non- 
negative number t, T(e --IcizP2 + e”P’ ) is nonunicellular (see Frankfurt and 
Rovnyak [S, p. 3721). An unsolved problem is to determine criteria for a 
semigroup of operators in & to consist entirely of unicellular operators. 
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